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Do Firms Interact Strategically? 
A St ructural Model of the Multi-Stage Investment Timing Game 

in Offshore Petroleum Production 

C.-Y. Cynthia~in1 

Abstract 

When individual petroleum-producing firms make their exploration and development investment 
timing decisions. positive information externalities and negative extraction externalities may lead 
them to interact strategically with their neighbors. This paper examines whether the e inefficient 
strategic interactions take place in U.S. federa l lands in the Gulf of :viex ico. In particular. it 
analyzes whether a firm ·s production decisions and profits depend on the decisions of firm owning 
neighboring tracts of land. The empirical approach is to est imate a st ructura l econometr ic model of 
the firm · multi-stage investment timing game. Although the model onl y permits the identification 
of the net effect of the two counterva iling ex ternalitie . 11nd not each individually. theory uggests 
that the importance of the extraction externality relative to the information ex ternality hould be 
gr ater on small tracts than on large tracts. and t he data are consistent with this theory. Also as 
xpected. the externa li t ies intensify as the tract size decreases. 
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1 Introduction 

Petroleum production is a multi-stage process involving sequential investment 

decisions. The first stage is exploration: when a firm acquires a previously unexplored 

tract of land, it must first decide whether and when to invest in the drilling rigs needed 

to begin exploratory drilling. The second stage is development: after exploration 

has taken place, a firm must subsequently decide whether and when to invest in the 

production platforms needed to develop and extract the reserve. Because the profits 

from petroleum production depend on market conditions such as the oil price that 

vary stochastically over time, an individual firm producing in isolation that hopes to 

make dynamically optimal decisions would need to account for the option value to 

waiting before making either irreversible investment (Dixit & Pindyck, 1994) . 

The dynamic decision-making problem faced by a petroleum-producing firm is 

even more complicated when its profits are affected not only by exogenous market 

conditions, but also by the actions of other firms producing nearby. When firms 

own leases to neighboring tracts of land that may be located over a common pool of 

reserve, there are two types of externalities that add a strategic (or non-cooperative )2 

dimension to firms ' investment timing decisions and may render these decisions so

cially ineffi.cient.3 The first type of externality is an information e.'Eternality: if tracts 

are located over a common pool or share common geological features so that their 

ex post values are correlated, then firms learn information about their own tracts 

when other firms drill exploratory wells or install production platforms on neighbor

ing tracts (Hendricks & Porter , 1996). The information externality is a positive one, 

since a firm benefits from its neighbors ' information . ~ A second type of externality 

is an e:ctraction externality: when firms have competing rights to a common-pool re-

2 In t his paper. I use the terms "strategic" and "non-cooperative" interchangeably. 
3 In my broad definition of an externality, I say that an externality is present whenever a non

coordinated decision by individual firms is not socially optimal. 
4 Although the information externality has a positive effect on a firm 's profits , it is socially in

efficient. For example, it may cause firms to play a non-cooperative timing game that leads them 
to inefficient ly delay production, since the possibility of acquiring information from other firms may 
fur t her enhance the option value to wait ing. If firms are subject to a lease term by the end of which 
they must begin exploratory drilling. or else relinquish t heir lease. then the information externality 
would resul t in too lit t le exploration at the beginning of the lease term and duplicative dri lling in 
t he final period of t he lease (Hendrick & Porter. 1996: Porter . 1995). ln contrast . the optimal 
coordinated plan would entail a sequent ial search in which one tract would be drilled in t he first 
period and. if productive. a neighboring tract is drilled in the next (Porter. 1995). 
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source, strategic consid rations may lead them to extract at an inefficiently high rate 

(Libecap & Smith , 1999a; Libecap & Wiggins , 1985). The extraction externality 

is a negative one, since it induces a firm to produce inefficiently. Owing to both 

information and extraction externalities, the dynamic decision-making problem faced 

by a petroleum-producing firm is not merely a single-agent problem, but rather can 

be viewed as a multi-ag nt , non-cooperative game in which firms behave strategically 

and base their exploration and development policies on those of their neighbors. 

Both externalities lead to strategic interact ions that are socially inefficient . The 

informat ion externali ty leads to an inefficient delay in exploration. The extract ion 

externali ty leads to excessively high extraction rates and less total oil extracted. 

Both types of strategic behavior lead to lower profits for the petroleum-producing 

firms and lower royalty revenue for the federal government . It is therefore important 

to analyze whether these strategic interactions place, and therefore whether policies 

that can mitigate the strategic interactions should be implemented. 

Since 1954, the U.S. government has leased tracts from its federal lands in the 

Gulf of Mexico to firms interested in offshore petroleum production by means of a 

succession of lease sales . A lease sale is ini t iated when the government announces 

that an area is available for exploration, and nominations are invited from firms as 

to which tracts should be offered for sale. In a typical lease sale, over a hundred 

tracts are sold simultaneously in separate first-price, sealed-bid auctions. Many more 

tracts are nominated than are sold, and the nomination process probably conveys 

little or no information (Porter, 1995) . A tract is typically a block of 5000 acres or 

5760 acres (Marshall Rose, Minerals Management Service, personal communication, 9 

November 2005). The size of a tract is often less than the acreage required to ensure 

exclusive ownership of any deposits that may be present (Hendricks & Kovenock, 

1989), and tracts within t he same area may be located over a common pool (Hendricks 

& Porter , 1993) . To date, the largest pet roleum fl Id spanned 23 tracts. Depending 

on water depth , 57-67 percent of the fields spanned more than one tract and 70-79 

percent spanned three or fewer tracts (Marshall Rose, Minerals Management Service, 

personal communication, 31 March 2005). Because neighboring tracts of land may 

share a common pool of petroleum reserve, information and extraction externalities 

that lead firms to interact strategically may be present. As a consequence, petroleum 

production on the federal leases may be inefficient . 

In this paper, I analyze whether a firm's investment timing decisions and profits 
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depend on the decisions of firms owning neighboring tracts of land. Do the positive 

information externalities and negative extraction externalities have any net strategic 

effect that may cause petroleum production to be inefficient? 

To answer this question, I develop and estimate a structural econometric model 

of the firms ' multi-stage investment timing game, and apply the model to data on 

petroleum production on U.S. federal lands in the Gulf of Mexico. 

The research presented in this paper is important for several reasons. F irst, an 

empirical analysiq of investment timing decisions enables one to examine whether 

the strategic interactions that are predicted in theory actually occur in practice. 

Second, the estimation of strategic interactions, especially those that arise in dynamic 

decision-making, is of methodological interest. Third, my results have implications 

for leasing policy: if the strategic effects and externalities turn out to be large, then 

the program by which the U.S. government leases tracts to firms may be inefficient , 

and possible modifications should be considered. 

The results from the structural econometric model do not indicate that externali

t ies from exploration have any net strategic effect. A firm 's profits from development 

does not depend significantly on the exploration decisions of its neighbor. In cont rast, 

externalities from development do have a net strategic effect. A firm 's real profits 

from developing increase when its neighbor develops, perhaps because this is a signal 

to the firm that the n ighbor's exploratory efforts were successful , and therefore that 

there may be deposits present . 

There are several possible explanations why the results reject strategic, non

cooperative behavior during exploration. One is that the tract sizes are large enough 

that cross-tract externalities are insignificant or even nonexistent. A second is that 

cross-tract externalities exist, but firms owning neighboring tracts cooperate to jointly 

internalize the inefficient externalities they impose on each other, for example by form

ing joint ventures in exploration5 or by consolidating their production rights through 

purchase or unitization.6 A third is that cross-tract externalities are significant , but 

5 Joint ventures in exploration occur less frequently than one might expect , however. because 
negotiat ions are content ious. because firms fear allegations of pre-sale anti- tru t violations (Marshall 
Rose, Minerals Management Service, personal communicat ion, 3 May 2005), and because prospective 
partners have an incent ive to free ride on a firm ·s information gathering expendit ures (Hendricks and 
Porter , 1992). In their theoretical model of the persuasion game, Hendricks and Kovenock (1989) 
find that, even with well-defined property rights, bargaining does not eliminate all the ineffici encies 
of decentralized drill ing decisions. As a consequence, t he information externality may not be fully 
internalized. 

nunder a unitization agreement , a single firm is designated as the unit operator to develop the 
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the positive information externali ty exactly cancels the negative extraction external

ity, resulting in zero net strategic effects. 

To di tinguish among these three explanations for the lack of strategic inter

actions during exploration, I estimate the strategic interactions by tract size. If 

externalities are insignificant when tracts are large enough, then one would expect 

to see strategic, non-cooperative behavior only on small tracts. This is because the 

smaller the tract size, the more likely the tracts are located over a common pool, and 

therefore the more acute the information and extraction externalities faced by the 

firms. Evidence for significant strategic interactions on small tracts but not on large 

tracts would thus be consistent with the first explanation. 

If externalities exist even for the largest tracts in the sample, but are eliminated 

through coordination, t hen, assuming firms would coordinate regardless of tract size, 

one would not expect to see any strategic, non-cooperative behavior even on small 

tracts. Insignificant strategic interactions regardless of tract size would thus b 

consistent with the second explanation. 7 

If strategic interactions do not occur on net because the positive informat ion 

externality exactly cancels the negative extraction externality, then one may not 

expect the exact cancellation to still take place when the tract size is small. This 

is because the geographical span of the information externality is larger than that 

of the extraction externality: while the former only requires that tracts may share 

common geological features, the latter requires that tracts may be located over a 

common pool. As a consequence, it is possible for the information externality to 

be present on all t he tracts in the sample, but for the extraction externality to be 

present on only the smaller tracts. Theory therefore suggests that the importance 

of the extraction externality relative to the information externality should be greater 

on small tracts than on large tracts. Thus, if t he externalities cancel when all the 

entire reservoir. while the other firms hare in the profits accord ing to negot iated formulas (Libecap 
& Smith. 1999b) . There are many obstacles to con olidat ion. however. including contentious nego
tiations . the need to determine relative or absolute tract values , information costs , and oi l migration 
problems (Libecap & Wiggins , 1984) . In addition , another free rider problem that impedes coor
dination is that firms may fear that if they reveal to other firms t heir information or expertise, for 
example about how to interpret seismic data, t hen they may lose their advantage in future auctions 
(Hendricks & Porter. 1996). Thus , despite various means of coordination. firms may still behave 
trategically and non-cooperatively. and information and extraction externalities may not be fully 

internalized . 
7 It is also possible that the coefficient that arise when firms coordinate are ignifi cant. but are 

different from those that would ari e under the non-cooperative outcome . 
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tract sizes are considered , one might expect that the negative extraction externality 

would dominate the positive information externality when the sample is limited to 

small tracts only. Strategic interactions that are more significant ly negative on small 

tracts than 0 11 large trac ts would therefore be consistent with the third explanation. 

According to the structural stimation , the importance of stra tegic interactions 

depends on tract size. As expected, strategic interactions are more likely to take 

place on smaller tracts, where the externalities are more acute. When the tract size 

is large enough, the net strategic effects of the externalities from both exploration and 

development disappear. Also as predicted by theory, the relative importance of the 

extraction externality from exploration with respect to the information externality 

is greater on small tracts than on large tracts; on large tracts, th two externalities 

cancel each other out. 

The results suggest that, by selling predominantly large tracts, th f deral gov

ernment has minimized inefficiencies in petroleum production that may have resulted 

from non-cooperative strategic interactions. 

The balance of the paper proceeds as follows. I begin with a brief review of the 

relevant literature in Section 2. Section 3 presents the model and Section 4 explains 

the econometric estimation . The data are described in Section 5. Section 6 analyzes 

the results. Section 7 concludes. 

2 Contributions to Existing Literature 

The exploration timing game in offshore petroleum production in the Gulf of 

Mexico has been examined in a seminal series of papers by Kenneth Hendricks, 

Robert Porter and their co-authors (see e.g. Hendricks & Kovenock, 1989; Hendricks 

& Porter, 1993; Hendricks & Porter , 1996) . These papers focus on the information 

externality as ociated with exploratory drilling. They analyze this externality and 

the learning and strategic delay that it causes by developing theoretical models of the 

exploration timing game. In addition, Hendricks and Porter (1993, 1996) calculate 

the empirical drilling hazard functions for cohorts in specific areas , and study the 

determinants of the exploration timing decision and of drilling outcomes. According 

to their results, equilibrium predictions of plausible non-cooperative models are rea

sonably accurate and more descriptive than those of cooperative models of drilling 
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t iming. 

The structural econometric analysis presented in this paper improves upon the 

existing li terature on the exploration timing game in offshore petroleum production in 

. evera l ways. F irst, unlike t he theoretical models and reduced-form empirical analy-

es conducted by Hendricks, Porter and their co-authors, a structural approach yields 

estimates of the structural parameters of the discr te choice dynamic game. With 

t hese structural parameters, one can identify t he effects of a neighbor's exploration 

and development decisions on the profits a firm would get from developing its tract. 

A second way in which this paper contributes to the existing literature on the 

information externality in offshore petroleum production is that it combines the ex

ternality problem with real options t heory. Oil production is a multi-stage process 

involving sequential investment decisions. Since t he decision to explore a reserve en

tails an irreversible investment, the value of an unexp lored reserve is the value of the 

option to in vest in explorat ion. Similarly, the value of an explored but undeveloped 

reserve is the value of the option to invest in development. There is thus an option 

value to waiting before making either investment because the value of a developed 

reserve can change, either because exogenous condit ions such as the oil price might 

change, or because there is a chance that neighboring firms might explore or develop 

first. Moreover, because these two types of investm nt are made sequentially, they 

act as compound options: com pleting one stage gives the firm an option to complete 

the next (Dixit & Pindyck, 1994 ). 

\ iVhile li terature on the financial theory of option valuation is abundant, struc

t ural models applying the theory to the oil production process that account for strate

gic considerations have yet to be developed. Hurn and Wright (1994) test reduced

form implications of the theory via a hazard model, but neither estimate a structural 

model nor account for possible strategic interactions. P addock, Siegel and Smith 

(1998) compare the option valuation estimate of the market value of s lected offshore 

petroleum tracts with est imates from other valuat ion methods and with t he winning 

bids, but do not account for either information externali t ies or extraction external

it ies. Similar ly, Pesaran (1990) est imates an intertemporal econometric model for 

the join t determination of extraction and exploration decisions of a "representat ive" 

profit-maximizing oil producer , but does not examine t he case of multiple producers 

that may interact strategically. 

The third innovation this paper makes to the existing literature on the informa-

-- J 
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t ion externality in offshore petroleum production is that while the existing literature 

focuses exclusively on externalities that arise during exploratory drilling, my model 

allows for extraction externalities as well as information externalit ies that arise dur

ing both exploration and development. If firms do indeed learn about the value of 

their own tracts from the actions of their neighbors, then one would expect firms to 

update their own beliefs not only if their neighbors begin exploratory drilling, but 

also if, after having already begun exploring, the neighbors then decide to install a 

production platform. That a neighbor has decided to begin extracting after it ex

plored should be at least as informative as the initiation of exploration in the first 

place. Furthermore, extraction externalities are another form of spillover that is not 

accounted for by previous studies of the investment timing game, and , unlike the 

information externality, is one that may have a negative effect on a firm's profits. 

In addition to the literature on the information externality, a second branch of 

related literature is that on econometric models of discrete dynamic games (see e.g . 

Aguirregabiria & Mira, 2007; Bajari, Benkard & Levin, 2007 and references therein). 

In particular, my work applies a method developed by Pakes, Ostrovsky and Berry 

(2007) for estimating parameters of discrete dynamic games such as those involving 

firm ntry and exit. This paper builds upon the work of Pakes et al. (2007) in several 

ways . First , unlike their paper, which uses simulated data, this paper estimates a 

discrete dynamic game using actual data. Second, while the entry and exit decisions 

they examine are two independent investments, the exploration and development 

decisions I examine are sequential investments: the decision to invest in development 

can only be made after exploration has already taken place. Thus, unlike the one

stage entry and exit games, the investment timing game is a two-stage game. The 

sequential nature of the investments is an added complexity that I address in my 

econometric model. Third, whereas the estimators Pakes et al. propose are for 

infinite-horizon dynamic games, the exploration stage of petroleum production is a 

finite-horizon dynamic optimization problem: firms must begin exploration before the 

end of the five-year lease term, or else relinquish their lease. As a consequence, an 

appropriate modification to the estimation algorithm is required. A fourth innovation 

I make is that , unlike Pakes et al. , I do not assume that the profit function is a known 

function of the underlying state variables, but instead estimate its parameters from 

data. While Pakes et al. are able to appeal to economic theory to posit an exact form 

for profits as a function of state variables such as the number of firms in the industry, 
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I cannot. o economic theory predicts the relationship between profits and such 

state variables as whether or not a firm's neighbors explore or develop. Indeed , since 

the relationship between profits and the actions of one's neighbor is among the very 

parameters I hope to identify, I choose to estimate this relationship from the data 

rather than impose it a priori. The task of estimating these additional parameters 

require the u e of additional moment condit ions. 

There are several advantages to using a structural model. First, a structural 

model enables the estimation of all the structural parameters of the underlying dy

namic game. These parameters include not only those governing the relationship 

between various state variables and the profits of firms, but also parameters gov

erning the distribution of tract-specific private information. Second, the structural 

model addresses the endogeneity problems without the need for instruments. Mea

suring neighbors' effects is difficult owing to two sources of endogeneity. One source 

is the simultaneity of the strategic interaction: if tract i is affected by its neighbor 

j, then tract j is affected by its neighbor i. The other arises from spa t ially corre

lated unobservable variables (Manski, 1993; Manski, 1995; Robalino & Pfaff, 2005) . 

Because t he structural model is based on the equilibrium of the underlying dynamic 

game, however, it addresses the simultaneity problem directly by explicitly modeling 

the firms' strategies. Moreover, the problem of spatially correlated unobservables 

can be addressed by interpreting the profits in the model as expected profits condi

tional on observables. A third advantage to a structural model is that it enables one 

to estimate how a firm's profits are affected by t he decisions of its neighbors; the sign 

of the effect indicat s the net sign of the information and extract ion externali t ies. 

Fourth, the structural model enables one to explicitly model each of the stages of the 

multi-stage dynamic decision-making problem faced by petroleum-producing firms . 

It is to this model that I now turn. 

3 A Model of the Investment Timing Game 

In my model of the investment timing game, each "market" k consists of an 

isolated neighborhood of adjacent tracts i that were each leased to a petroleum

producing firm on the same date. Time t denotes the number of years after the lease 

sale date. Firms must begin exploration before t ime T the length of the lease term , 

or else relinquish their lease. Let the 11 lease term time 11 
Tkt of market k at time t be 



given by: 

{ 

t if t = 0, 1, ... , T - 1 
T -

kt - T if t 2-: T 
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For each market k, the state of the market t years after the leases began is given by 

a vector O.kt of discrete and finite-valued state variables that are observed by all the 

firms in market k and as well as by the ec9nometrician. Let () denote the vector of 

parameters to be estimated. 

At the beginning of each period t, the owner of each tract i must make one of 

two investment decisions. If tract i has not been explored before time t, its owner 

must decide whether to invest in exploration at time t. If tract i has been explored 

but has not been developed before time t, its owner must decide whether to invest 

in development at time t . For each period t, all firms make their time-t investment 

decisions simul taneously. 

Each firm 's time-t investment timing decision depends in part on the state of 

the mark t O.kt ::::::: (Nkt, Xkt, Tkt), which can be decompo ed into endogenous stat 

variables Nkt, exogenous profit-shifting state vari ables X kt, and the lease term time 

Tkt· Investment decisions depend on Nkt and X kt because these state variables 

are assumed to affect profits. Because of the finite-horizon nature of the firm 's 

exploration investment problem, the finite-valued and exogenous lease term time Tkt 

affects investment decisions as well, as will be explained below. In the present model, 

there are two endogenous state variables Nkt : the total number of tracts in market k 

that have been explored before time t, and the total number of t racts in .market k t hat 

have be n developed before tim t . These endogenous state variables capture the 

strategic component of the firms ' investment timing decisions. The exogenous state 

variables X kt. include the drilling cost and the oil price and are assumed to evolve as 
iid 

a finite state first-order Markov process: X k,t+ I - F x(- 1Xk1). In other words, the next 

p riod 's value Xk ,t+ l of the exogenous sta te variables are assumed to be independently 

and ident ically distributed (i.i .d .) with a probability distribution that depends only 

on the time-t realization Xkt of the exogenous state variables, and not additionally 

on what happened before time t (Dixit & Pindyck, 1994).8 

8The lease term t ime Tkt evolves as a fi nite state first-order Markov process as well. I include 
this exogenous fini te-valued variable Tkt as a separa e argument distinct from Xk t both because it 
does not affect profi ts and also to elucidate my later exposit ion of the finite-horizon nature of the 
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In addition to the publicly observable state variables Dkt, each firm's time-t 

investment t iming decision also depends on two types of shocks that are private 

information to the firm and unobserved by either other firms or by the econometrician. 

The first source of private information is a pre-exploration shock µ it to an unexplored 

tract i at time t . This pre-exploration shock, which is only observed by the firm 

owning tract i, represents any and all private information that affects the exploration 

investment decision made on tract i at time t. Such private information may include, 

for example, idiosyncratic shocks to exploration costs and the outcome of the post

sale, pre-exploration seismic study conducted on tract i at time t - 1.9 Following 

Pakes, Ostrovsky and Berry (2007), assume that the pre-exploration shock µ it is 

an independently and identically distributed random variable with an exponential 
iid 

distribution and mean a,,,. That is, µ it - exponential(a µ)· 

The second source of private information is a pre-development shock cit to an 

explored but undev loped tract i at time t. This pre-development shock, which is 

only observed by the firm owning tract i, represents any and all private information 

that affects the development investment decision made on tract i at time t. Such 

private information may include, for example, the outcome of the exploratory drilling 

conducted on tract i at time t - l. Following Pakes, Ostrovsky and Berry (2007) , 

assume that the pre-development shock c i t is an independently and identically dis

tributed random variable with an exponential distribution and mean aE. That is, 
iid 

cit - exponential(aE) . In addition, assume that the pre-exploration shocks µ i t and 

the pre-development shocks c it are indep ndent of each other .10 All distributions are 

exp lora tion tage. 
nFirms conduct and analyze seismic tud ies in order to help them decide whether or not to begin 

exploratory dri lling (John Shaw. personal communication. 1 April 2003: Bob Dye. Apache. personal 
communication , 21 J anuary 2004; J on Jeppesen, Apache, personal communication. 21 J anuary 2004; 
Mark Bauer , Apache , personal communication , 21 January 2004; Billy Ebarb. Apache. personal 
communication , 22 J anuary 2004) . 

10The a sumptions that both types of shocks are i.i .d. and independent of each other , while 
restrictive, are needed in order for the estimation technique used in this paper to work. If eit her 
type of shock were serially correlated (or if, at the extreme. there were tract fixed effects) . then 
firms would base their decisions not only on the current values of t he tate var iables and of t heir 
shocks. but a lso on past value of the state var iables and hocks a well . The state space would 
th n be too large . lf the di tribution of the pre-development hock c,i depended on the rea lization 
of the pre-exploration hock µ ,1 (e.g .. the µ,i at the time of exp lorat io1 ). then µ ,i would be a tate 
variable in t he development tage of production. As a cons quence. the economet rician wou ld need 
to observe µ,i· which he does not. The i.i.d. assumption is reasonable if the shock are interpreted 
to encompa a ll idiosyncratic factors a ffi cting inve tment decision . includ ing managerial shocks 
and technological shocks . :vloreover , since one of my state variable i the average winning bid. 
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common knowledge. 

In the absence of strategic considerations, the firm owning tract i would base 

its investment timing decisions on only the exogenous state variables Xkt, the lease 

term time Tkt, and the private shocks µit and cit· To derive its dynamically optimal 

investment policy, it would solve a single-agent dynamic programming problem. 

If information and extract ion externali t ies were present , however , then strategic 

considerations would become important. As a consequence, the exploration and 

development investment decisions of the firm owning tract i in market k would depend 

on the exploration and development investment decisions of the firms owning the other 

tracts in market k . In other words, the firm owning tract i would base its investment 

timing decisions not only on the exogenous state variables Xkt, the lease term time 

Tkt, and the private shocks µ it and c i i, but also on the endogenous state variables Nkt 

as well, namely the total number of tracts in its market k that have been explored 

before time t and the total number of tracts in market k that have been developed 

before time t. Each firm would then no longer solve merely a single-agent dynamic 

programming problem, but rather a multi-agent dynamic game. 

The equilibrium concept used in the model is that of a Markov perfect equi

librium. Each firm is assumed to play a Markov ''state-space" strategy: the past 

influences current play only through its effect on the state variables. A firm's dy

namically optimal investment policy is then the Markov strategy that it plays in the 

Markov perfect equilibrium, which is a profile of Markov strategies that yields a Nash 

equilibrium in every proper subgame (Fudenberg & T irole, 1998). 

While each firm 's time-t investment decision depends on both the publicly avail

able endogenous and exogenous state variables Dkt as well as the firm 's own private 

information µ it or cit, its perception of its neighbor's time-t investment decisions de

pend only on the publicly observable state variables Dkt· This is because, owing 

to the above assumptions on the observable state variables and on the unobservable 

shocks, firms can take expectations over their neighbors' private information. 11 In 

equilibrium, firms ' perceptions of their neighbors' investment probabilities should be 

which is a measure of t ract value. it is reasonable to assume that. conditional on tract value. shocks 
a re i.i.d . 

11 While each firm plays a pure strategy. from the point of view of their neighbors . they appear to 
play mixed strategies. Thus . as wi th Harsanyi' (1973) purification theorem. a mixed distribution 
over actions is t he result of unobserved payoff perturbations that sometimes lead firms to have a 
stri ct preference for one act ion , and sometimes a strict preference for another. 
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consistent with thos that are actually realized (Starr & Ho, 1969). 

The model has at least one Markov perfect quilibrium, and each equili brium gen

erates a finite state Markov chain in Slkt tuples (Pakes, Ostrovsky & Berry 2007) .12 

Although model assumptions do not guarantee a unique equilibrium, they do in ure 

that there is only one set of equilibrium policies that is consistent with the data gen

erating process. It is thus possible to use the data itself to pick out the equilibrium 

that is played. For large enough samples, the data will pick out the correct equilib

rium and the estimators for the parameters in the model wi ll be consistent (Pakes, 

Ostrovsky & Berry, 2007). 13 

The firm 's dynamic decision-making problem is as fo llows. The first-stag prob

lem is to determine the optimal poli cy for investment in exploration. Because firms 

must begin exploration before the end of their lease term, or else relinquish their 

lease, this is a finite-horizon problem. As a consequence, firms' decisions will de

pend not only on the profit-shifting state variables Nkt and Xkt, but also on t ime t. 

However, since firms can only make exploration decisions at the beginning of periods 

t = 0, ... , T - 1, the t ime dependence only applies until time t = T - 1, after which 

exploration can no longer begin and the endogenous variable t hat counts the total 

number of tracts in the market that have been explored stays constant. It is for 

this reason that the exogenous and finite-valued state variable "lease term t ime" Tkt 

captures the entire time dependence of the problem. 

The second stage of the firm's dynamic decision-making problem is to determine 

the optimal t iming for investing in the development of a t ract t hat has already been 

explored. This second-stage problem has both a finite-horizon component and an 

infinite-horizon component. A firm 's development strategy depends in part on its 

perceptions of the future exploration policies of the firms in the market. Since explo

ration policies depend on t ime until time t = T - 1, this means that perceptions, and 

therefore development strategies, will depend on t ime for t < T . As a consequence, 

the dynamic programming problem for t ime t < T is a finite-horizon problem. How

ever, because th lease term only applies to the exploration stage of production, and 

because th endogenous variable that counts the total number of tracts in the market 

that have been explored - a variable that depends on the time-dependent exploration 

12 A Markov chain is a Markov process on a fini te state space (Stokey, Lucas & Prescott . 1989). 
13 This assumes that the same equilibrium is played in each market. If a mixed strategy equilibrium 

is played. then it is a sumed t hat the ame mixed strategy equilibrium is played in each market. 
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policies of the firms in the market - stays constant after the lease term expires, the 

dynamic programming problem for the development stage from time T onwards is an 

infinite-horizon problem that does not depend on time. Thus , once again, the lease 

term time Tkt sufficiently captures the entire t ime dependence of the problem. 

The firm 's sequentia l investment problem is a two-stage optimization problem, 

and can be solved backwards using dynamic programming (Dixit & Pindyck, 1994). 

In the second, or development, stage of oil production, a firm with an explored but 

undeveloped tract i must decide if and when to invest in a production platform. 

Assume that the profit nd(Dkt,Eii ;B) that a firm will get after developing tract i at 

time t can be separated into a deterministic component and a stochastic component 

as fo llows: 

(1) 

where the deterministic component of profit is linear in the publicly observable state 

variables: 

(2) 

and where the stochastic component is the privately observed pre-development shock 

E; 1 . 1 ~ The development profit is thcrefC?re independent of t ime (a11d lease term t ime) 

except through the state variables (Nki, Xkt) and the shock Eit· 

Let 'Y = ( 'Y N, 'Y x) denote the vector of all the coefficients in the development 

profit function. The coefficients 'Y N in the profit function on the endogenous state 

variables Nkt - the total number of tracts in the market that have been explored and 

the total number of tracts in the market that have been developed - indicate whether 

and how one firm 's profits depend on the production decisions of its neighbors. If a 

neighbor explores, t hen the state variable counting the total number of tracts in the 

market that have beeu explored increases by one and the value of the developm nt 

profits increase by the value of its coefficient. Similarly, if a neighbor develops, then 

the state variable counting the total number of tracts in the market that have been 

developed increases by one and the value of the development profits increase by the 

14 If there were addit ional market state variables that affected profits but were unobserved by the 
econometrician , then 7rd(D.kt, C:;i; B) can be interpreted as the expected profits conditional on the 
available information D.kt (Pakes, Ostrovsky & Berry, 2007). Under this interpretation , spatially 
correlated unobservables do not pose a concern . 
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value of its coefficient . The coefficients r N on the endogenous variables thus measure 

the net effects of the information and extraction externalities, and therefore indica te 

whether firms interact strategically on net. Positive values of the coefficients r N 

would indicate that the information and extraction externaliti es were positive on net, 

and therefore that the information externality was dominant. egative values would 

indicat that the externalities were negative on net, and therefore that the extraction 

externality was dominant. 

The value ve of an explored but undeveloped tract i in market k at time t is 

given by: 

(3) 

where /3 E (0, 1) is the d iscount factor and v cc U1k1 ; B) is the continuation value to 

waiting instead of developing at t ime t. For the structural est imation, I set the 

discount factor /3 to 0.9. The continuation value to waiting is the expectation over 

the state variables and shocks of next period's value function , conditional on not 

developing this period: 

(4) 

where I~ is an indicator for whether development began on tract i at t ime t. 

Let gd(Dki; B) denote the probability of developing an explored but undeveloped 

tract i at time t conditional on th publicly available information Dkt on time t, but 

not on the private information cit· The development probability gd(Dki; B) function 

represents a firm's perceptions of the probability that a neighbor owning an explored 

but undeveloped tract will decide to develop its tract in period t, given tha t the 

state of their market at t ime t is Dkt· Moreover, a firm 's expectation of its own 

probability of dev lopm nt in the next period is simply the expected value of the 

next period's development probabili ty, conditional on this period 's state variables: 

E[gd(Dk,t+1; B)IDkt]. 
Using the exponential distribution for cit and equation (1) for development profits 

as shown in Appendix A, the continuation value v ce(-) can be reduced to: 

and the development probability gd(-) can be reduced to the fo llowing function of the 
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continuation value, the state variables and the parameters: 

(6) 

In the first, or exploration, stage of oil production, a firm with an unexplored tract 

i must d cide if and when to invest in exploratory drilling. Owing to the sequential 

nature of the investments, the publicly observable deterministic component of the 

payoff 7r0(-) to exploring in the first stage is equal to the expected value of having an 

explored but undeveloped tract in the second stage, net the cost of exploration ce ( ·): 

(7) 

where the exploration cost is assumed to be linear in the exogenous cost-shifting state 

variables: t 5 

(8) 

Assume that the actual payoff 7fe(-) to exploring tract i at time t also includes a 

privately obs rv d stochastic component as w 11: 

(9) 

where the stochastic component is the pre-exploration shock {l it . 

The value v n of an unexplored tract i in market k and time t is given by: 

(10) 

where v cn(Dkti (} ) is the continuation value to waiting instead of exploring at time 

t . The continuation value to waiting is the expectation over the state variables and 

shocks of next period's value function , conditional on not exploring this period: 

where l it is an indicator for whether exploration began on tract i at time t. The 

lease term imposes the following boundary condition: 

151 define costs with a negative s ign so that the coefficient s can be interpreted as coefficients in 
the exp loration profit fun ction. Va ri ables that increase cost will decrease pro fit. a nd vice versa. 
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Vn ((N,X,T),µ ;B)=O V ,X,µ. (12) 

Let ge(Dki; B) denote the probability of exploring an unexplored tract i at tim 

t conditional on t he publicly available information Dkt on time t, but not on the 

private information µ it · As with the d velopment probability, t he urrent value of 

the exploration probability repre ents a firm 's perceptions of the probability that a 

neighbor owning an unexplored tract will decide to explore its tra t in p riod t, given 

that t he state of their market at time t is Dki; its expected value at time t+ 1 represents 

a firm 's expectation of its own probability of exploration in the next period . 

Using the exponential distribution for µ it and equation (9) for exploration profits 

as shown in Appendix A, t he continuation value v cn(-) to wait ing instead of exploring 

can b reduced to: 

and the exploration policy function ge(-) can be reduced to the following function of 

the continuation values, state variables and parameters: 

e . _ ( BVcn(Dki;B) - (/JVce(Dk1;B ) + cr"gd(Dki;B )) + e(Dk1;B) ) 
g (Dkt . B) - xp - . 

CT u 

(14) 

Owing to t he sequential nature of the investment decision , t he continuation value 

vce(-) and the investment probability gd (-) from the development stage appear in the 

expression for the investment probability ge(-) in the exploration stage. 

The ex ante expected value of an unexplored tract at t ime t = 0, where expec

tations are taken over t he pre-exploration shock µ, is given by: 

(15) 

4 The Structural Econometric Model 

The econometric est imation technique I use employs a two-step semi-parametric 

estimation procedure. It is an extension of the estimator propos d by P akes, Os-
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trovsky and Berry (2007) to finite-horizou, mu lt i-stage games . In the first tep, the 

continuation values are estimated non-parametrically and these estimates are used 

to compute the predicted probabili ties of exploration and development. In the sec

ond st p, the parameters()= (O',..,O'e: ,/,a)' are estimated by matching the predicted 

probabilities with the actual probabili ties in the data. I will now describe each step 

in turn. 

4.1 Step 1: Estimating continuation values and predicted 

probabilities 

The first step entails computing the non-parametric16 estimators v ce(D:'L; B) and ---vcn(Dkt; B) for the continuation values v ce(Dkt; B) and v cn(Dkt ; B), respectively, given 

(). To do so, historical empirical frequencies are used to estimate the elements of the 

Markov transition matrix governing the evolution of the finite-valued state variables 

from one period to the next . Estimators for the ontinuat ion valu are subsequently 

derived fr m equations (5) and (13) using dynamic progranuning. Th ·e st in1ators 

arc then substituted into quations (6) and (14) to obtain predicted probabilities for 

dev lopm nt and exploration r spec ti vely. 17 

Formally, the non-parametric estimator v ce (Dkt; B) for vce(Dkt; B) i derived from 

equation (5) and is computed as follows. For each period t, let each component of the 
----t 

vector v;ce be vce(Dkl; B) evaluated at a different tuple of state variables. Similarly, 
--t 

for each period t , let each component of the vector gf be gd( Dkl; B) evaluated at a 

different tuple of state variables. Finally, for each lease term time period T, let M: be 

a transition matrix from the point of view of an owner of an explored but undeveloped 

tract who decides not to d velop at time t. The element in the ilh row and /h column 

is the probability that the state tuple n xt period will be the /h t uple, given that the 

state tuple this period is the ith tuple, given that the tract has already b en explored 

but not y t developed at time t, and conditional on not developing at time t. 

l(i The cont inuation value are non-parametric funct ions of the state variables n kt condi tional on 
th para meters e. 

17Rather t han use historical empirical frequencies to e t imate the Markov t ransition matrix. it 
is po sibl to compute an estimator for the matrix using the est imators for the exploration and 
d velopment probabili t ies . However. because the latter. more complicated approach impo es a 
computat ional burden and becau e Pakes. 0 trovsky and Berry (2007) find that it did not improve 
t he performa nce of their e t imator , I choose t he fo rmer. impler approach . 
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--The estimator v ce(Dkt; B) is obtained from rewrit ing quation (5) in vector form: 

(16) 

The estimator is obtained after further substituting in the empirical average M;. 
----> ---t 

for M: . For t ~ T, since v;ce = v;~1 Vt ~ T, we can solve for a fix d point 

~ (( kt, Xkt, T· B) , which, from Blackwell 's Theor m, is uniqu . To obtain the 

estimator of the value function for t < T , we t hen iterate backwards in t ime from 
----> --

t = T using V-re = v ce ((Nkt, Xkt , T; B) as a boundary condition. The pr d ieted 

probabili ty of development is t hen given by: 1 

(17) 

The non-parametric estimator v cn (Dkt; B) for the continuation value to waiting 

instead of exploring is derived from quation (13) and is computed in a similar fashion 
~ 

as the estimator of v ce (-) . For each peri od t, let each component of the vector v;.cn 
be \ =c) valuat dat a d ifferent t uple of tate variables . For each period t , let each 

·ornponent of the ve tor g~ be ge(-) evaluated a t a d ifferent t uple f state vari ables. 

l~ inally, for each lease term time period T, let M; be a transit ion matrix from the 

point of view of an owner of an unexplor d tract who decides not to explore at time 

t . The lement in the ith row and yth column is the probability that the state tuple 

next period will be the yth tuple, given that the state tuple this period is the ith tuple, 

given that the tract has yet to be explored, and conditional on not exploring at time 

t. 

The estimator v c11 (Dk1 ; B) is obtained from rewrit ing equation (13) in vector fo rm : 

~ ( ~ ----->) v;cn = M';.- /J v;~l + a µ.9~ I . (18) 

--Substituting in the empirical average M:;: for M;, we can solve backwards in tim 
~ --

from the boundary condition V~1 = 0 impli d by equation (12) to obtain v cn(Dkt; B) 

for all t ~ T - 1. The predicted probability of exploration is then given by:19 

- { ( f3V'c -(0 ·0)-1r '
1
(0 ·O) ) } 18 In practice. I u e: gd (fht;(J) = min exp - "'u, 0 

•· •· , 1 . 

l 'l , - . { ( J3 1'' "(0";0) - ( !l l'" (n';:,;O)+g '1(0.1 ;8)u, )+c''( O,,;O)) } 
· l n practice. l u e: g•( f'4t; B) = 11110 exp "" , 1 . 
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-- = exp ( -13v cn(n:l; e) - ( 13 v ce (D:l ; e~u+ gd(n;:;; e) . O"c) + ce(nkt; e)) . 
ge(Dki ; B) v 

(19) 

Owing to Lh sequent ial nature of th investment decisions, the estimators v ce( Dki ; B) --and gd( Dki; B) of the continuation value and the investment probabili ty, respectively, 

from the development stage are n ed d to form the estimator of the investment prob---ability ge(Dki; B) in the exploration stage. 

4.2 Step 2: Generalized Method of Moments 

Aft r obtaining estimates of the continuation values and predicted probabili ti s 

as fun ctions of the stat variables Oki and the parameters e in the first st p, I e -

timate the parameters e in the secoud step using generalized method of moments 

(GMM). The moments I construct involve matching the probabilities of exploration 

and development predicted by the model, as given by equations (19) and (17), with 

the respective empirical probabilities ge(Dkt) and gd(Dkt ) in the data. I also form mo

ments that match , for tho e tracts that develop d, the expected development profi ts 

conditional on dev lopment predicted by the model with the actual average realized 

profits 1fd (Okt) in the data. Addi tional moments are constructed by interacting the 

above moments with t he tate variables . The moment functio11 w(Dk1,B) is therefore: 

( ge(n;:;; B) - ge(Dkt) ) . nnot_yet_ e(Dkt) 

(gd(n;:;; e) _ gd(Dki)) . ne_not_yet_d( Dki) 

( ( E [ 1fd( n kl' Cit; e) 11fd(Dkt' Cit; e) > 13 v ce (Dkt ; e)] - nd( n kt) ) . nd(Dkt) ) 

n~l ( ( ge(n;:;; e) - ge(n kt) ) . nnol_yet_e (n kt) ) 

n~1 ( ( gd(D;;;; e) _ gd( Dkt)) . ne_not_yet _d(Dkt) ) 

where, for each sta t of the market Dkt, nnot_yet_e (nkt) is th number t racts that have 

yet to be explored , ne_not_yet_d( Dkt) is the number of tracts that have been explored 

but not developed , and nd(Dkt) is the number of tracts that have been developed. 
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~ 

The GMM stimator () is then the solution to the problem: 

(20) 

where n i t he number of observation (i. e., the number of mark t- time pairs) and Wn 

is a weight matrix. In the pre ent t imation , the number of moments that involved 

interactions with state variables is cho en so that the number of moments is equal to 

the number of parameters . Because the system is therefore exactly identified, the 

weight matrix used is the identity matrix.20 

Standard errors are formed by a parametric bootstrap (Pake , Ostrov ky & Berry, 

2007), as follows. Estimates of the cont inuation values and the parameters are 

used to solve for the explorat ion and development probabili ti es ar ising in t he Markov 

perfect equilibrium. The e probabili ty functions are t hen used in conjunction with 

the empirical transition matrix for th xogenous variables and with random draws, 

with replac ment, from th empirical distribution of initial conditions to imula te 100 

independent panels of siz equal to the actual sample size. Finally, the structural 

econometric model is run on each of the simulated panels. Th standard error is then 

formed by taking the standard deviation of the estimates from each of the pseudo 

random sam pie . 

To as e the finit sampl distribution of the estimators, I ran two Mont Carlo 

experiments. The resul ts from both exp riments indicate that thee timators recover 

the actual parameter values fairly well. Details and results of these experiments are 

provid d in Appendix B. 

5 Data 

I use a data set on federal leas ales in the Gulf of Mexico between 1954 and 

1990 compiled by Kenn t h Hendricks and Robert Porter from U.S. Department of 

Interior data. There are three types of tract that can b offer d in an oil and 

gas lease sale: wildcat, drainage, and developmental. W ildcat tract a re located in 

211 If the y tern i overidentified. a two-step GYIYI estimator can be u d (Han n, 19 2: Graham. 
2005). In the fir t tep. a preliminary estimate of() i obtained u ing the identity matrix a the 
weight matrix . In the econd tep, t his preli minary estimate of() i u ed to construct th optimal 
weighting matrix as specified by Chamberlain (19 7) . which i t hen u ed to obtain the final estimate 
of B. 
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regions where no exploratory drilling has occurred previously and therefore where the 

geology is not well known. Exploration on wildcat tracts ntails searching for a new 

deposit. In contrast, both drainage and developmental tracts are adj acent to tracts 

on which deposits have already been discovered; developmental tracts, in addition, 

are tracts that have b en previously offered in an earlier lease sale but either who e 

previous bids were rejected as inadequate or whose leases were relinquished because 

no exploratory drilling was done (Porter, 1995). 

I focus my attention on wildcat tracts offshore of Louisiana and Texas that were 

auctioned between 1954 and 1979, inclusive. I do so for several reasons. First , my 

restrictions are similar to those made by Hendricks and Porter (1996), thus enabling 

me to best compare my results with theirs. Second , since wildcat tracts are tracts 

on which no exploratory drilling has occurred previously, information externalities 

are likely to be most acute. Third, because the data set only contains production 

data up until 1990, the restriction to tracts sold before 1980 eliminates any censoring 

of eith r drilling or production. 21 Additional restrictions I impos for a tract to be 

included in my data set are that it must be a tract for which location data is available, 

for which the first exploration occurred n ither b fore the sale date nor after the lease 

term,22 and for which production did not occur before exploration. 

For my structural estimation, I fo us on two-tract markets.23 In order for two 

tracts to qualify as a market, th two tracts must be within 6 miles north and south 

of each other or 6 miles east and west of each other,24 both the sale dates and the 

21 Another reason to focus on the earlier lease sales is that post-auction lease t ransfers occurred 
less frequently in the past (Porter, 1995; John Rodi , Minerals Management Service. personal com
munication, May 2003: Robert Porter . personal communication , 21 May 2003). 

22 It is possible for a lease to receive a suspension of production (SOP) or suspension of operations 
(SOO) which will extend the li fe of the lea e beyond its primary term (Jane Johnson. Minerals Ylan
agement Serv ice. personal communicat ion. October 29 . 2003). Exploratory dri lling first occurred 
after the lease term on 77 (or 3.1 3) of the 24 1 wildcat t racts old before 19 0. 

2:11 restr ict the size of the market to two tracts for two reason . First. limiting the market ize 
to two minimizes the state space. This is because the number of poss ible combinat ion of state 
variables , which i the product of the cardinali ty of t he supports of each of t he state variables. is 
quadratic in the market size. Second , when there are only two tracts in the market . ach t ract is 
equidistant to a ll its neighbors. Since t he federal tracts in the Gulf of Mexico form a grid , t he next 
sensible size of a market is fo ur. With fo ur tracts , however , diagonal tracts are not as close together 
as tracts that hare a side are; as a consequence, t he distance between each pair of neighbors in 
the market is not the same. It is plaus ible that firm may weight the behavior of their neighbors 
by their d istance: when neighbors are no longer sym metric. t he econometri c model becomes more 
complicated. 

2 1 l chaos 6 miles because the maximum tract size is 5760 acres . or 3 miles by 3 miles (\ilar
sha ll Rose. Yl inerals \1anagement Service. personal com munication . 17 April 2003 : Larry Slaski. 
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lease t rms must be the sam for both tracts, t h tracts must be owned by different 

firms, and no other wildcat tracts from the same ale date can b within 6 miles of 

eit her tract. There are 87 such markets in my data set. Figure 1 maps out th 

tracts u ed. 

Each discrete period t repres nts a y ar. The time of exploration is the year 

of t he tract's first pud date. The t ime of development i the year of the tract's 

fir t production date. 25 It is po sible that development begins in th sam year as 

exploration does. 

The panel spans the years 1954 to 1990. A market enters the panel when its 

tracts are sold. If both tracts are eventually developed, the market exits the panel 

when the econd tract to develop first begins development. If neither tract has 

explored by the end of the five-year lease term the market exits th panel when the 

leases expire. 

There are two endogenous state variables Nkt: the total numb r of tracts in the 

market that have been explored and the total number of tracts in the mark t that 

have been developed. Because there are two tracts in each market , there are three 

po sible valu s for the the total number of tracts that have been explor d: 0, 1 and 2. 

As for the total number of tracts that have been developed b cause a market ends 

once both tracts have been developed, there are only two possible value : 0 and 1. 

The co fficients "IN in the development profi t fun ction on the ndogenous state 

variabl s indicate whether and how one firm's profits depend on the production de

cisions of its neighbors. Posit ive values of the coefficient "I would indicate that 

the in fo rmation and extraction externali ties were positive on net, and ther fore that 

the information externality was dominant. egative value would indicate that the 

externalit ies were negative on net, and therefore that the extraction externali ty was 

dominant. Moreover, one would expect each coefficient "IN to be less than the cost 

of development . Otherwise, if the coefficients were greater than or equal to the de

velopment cost, this wou ld mean that having a neighbor explore or develop would 

offset the cost of development, making development essentially costle . The effects 

:Vlineral s Ylanagement ervic . per ona l communication. 25 April 2003). I convert latitude and 
longitud to mile u ing the following fo llowing factor from t he Lou iana ea Grant web site 
(http://lamer.lsu. du / cla sroom / deadzon /cha ngedistance. htm ): 1 minute longitude in Louisiana 
offshore= 60 .5 mil : 1 minute latitude= 69 .l mile . 

25 More specifically, for both the t ime of exploration and the time of dev lopment , I tak the floor 
of the number of years since he lease began. 
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of strategic interaction arc unlikely to be that large. 

I use three exog nous state variable Xkt; these variables were chosen based on 

considerations of state space and data availability. The first exogenous state variable 

is the discretized average winning bid per acre over the two tracts in market k at time 

t. Because the winning bid is a measure of the value of the tract, the average winning 

bid over the tracts in the market captures any fixed market-specific variables such 

as geological structures that may affect profits. To construct this variable I average 

the winning bids per acre over the two tracts in the market , and then discretize the 

average into three bins: 0 = low (0 to 1 thousand 1982 $/ acre), 1 = medium (1 

thousand to 5 thousand 1982 $/acre), and 2 = high (over 5 thousand 1982 $/ acre). 

One expects that profits would increase in the value of the tract, and therefore that 

the coefficient on the winning bid in the development profi t function is positive. 

The second exogenous state variable is the discretized real drilling cost at time 

t. I use data on annual drilling costs from the American Petroleum Institute's Joint 

A sociation Survey of the U.S. Oil f3 Gas Producing Industry for th 1969-1975 data 

and its Joint Association Survey on Drilling Costs for the 1976-1990 data. The 

cost is average cost per well over all offshore wells (oil wells, gas wells, dry hole ) , in 

nominal dollars. I convert the nominal costs to real co ts in 19 2-19 4 doll ars using 

the consumer price index (CPI). I discretize the real drilling cost into two bins: 0 = 

low ( 0 to 2. 5 million 1982-1984 $/well), 1 = high (over 2. 5 million 1982-1984 $/well). 

The drilling cost is a measure of both exploration costs and development costs, and 

therefore enters into both the extraction profit function and the development profit 

function. In particular, from (8), the exploration cost is assumed to be the following 

function of the discretized drilling cost drill_ costl: 

(21) 

where ex is now a scalar, so that exploration profits are: 

The discretized drilling cost is incremented by one so that costs are non-zero even 

when they fall in the low bin. Figure 2 plots the real drilling cost data, along with 

the bins. 2u The expected sign of the coefficient ex on costs in the exploration profit 

2<; Before 1969. the real drilling cost is assumed to fall into t he low bin . The 19 2 real drilling 
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function is negative; higher costs should lower exploration profits. Similarly, t he 

expected sign of the coefficient on costs in the development profit function is negative 

as well. 

The third exogenous state variable is the discretized real oil price. I use the U.S. 

average crude oil domestic first purchase price from the EIA Annual Energy Review 

and deflate the t ime series to 1982-1984 dollars per barrel using the CPI. I discretize 

the real oil price into three bins: 0 = low (0 to 13 1982-1984 $/ barrel), 1 = medium 

(13 to 25 1982-1984 $/ barrel), and 2 = high (over 25 1982-1984 $/ barrel). F igure 

3 plots the real oil pric , along with the bins. The expected sign on oil price in the 

development profit function is positive: higher oil prices should increase revenues. 

Table 1 presents summary statistics for the panel data used for the structural 

estimation. There are 1646 observations spanning 174 tracts and 87 markets. The 

markets range in duration from 2 years to 36 years,. with an average length of 17.92 

years (s.d. = 11.17). Of the 174 tracts, 122 were eventually explored and 66 were 

eventually developed. The average number of years to exploration , conditional on 

exploring, is 1.21 (s.d. = 1.42). The average number of years to development , 

conditional on developing, is 5.79 (s.d. = 3.51). For the 66 tracts that developed , 

the predicted ex post revenues, as calculated by Hendricks , Porter and Boudreau 

(1987), range from $22,000 to $298 million, with an average of $49.34 million (s .d. 

= 65.53 million). The real gross profits from development, which are the predicted 

ex post revenues t imes the government royalty rate minus costs, but not net of the 

bid, also as calculated by Hendricks, Porter and Boudreau (1987), range from -$38.10 

mil lion to $18.80 million , with an average of -$10.83 million (s.d . = 9.57 million). 

Table 6 also provides the summary statistics for the tate variables in t he panel. The 

number of possible combinations of state variables is the product of the cardinality 

of the supports of each of the state variables, or 3 x 2 x 3 x 2 x 3 = 108. 

The maximum tract size, as stipulated by a provision in section 8(b) of the Outer 

Continental Shelf Lands Act (OCSLA), 43 U.S.C. 1337(b)(l), is 5760 acres, or 3 miles 

by 3 miles (Marshall Rose, Minerals Management Service, personal communication, 

17 April 2003). The distribution of tract sizes is presented in Figure 4. Most 

tracts are either 2500 acres, 5000 acres or 5760 acres in size. The mean tract size 

is 4460 acres (s.d. = 1300) , and the median tract size i 5000 acres. Table 2 

co t. which was unavailable because the 1982 issue of the Joint Association S1trvey on Drilling Cost 
was out of print. i assumed to fall in the high bin. 
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presents summary statistics by tract size. Large tracts are defined as tracts that are 

greater than or equal to 5000, 4000 or 3000 acres in size, respectively; small tracts 

a~e defined as tracts that are less than 5000, 4000 or 3000 acres in size, respectively. 

The distributions of the variables appear to be similar across tract sizes. Small tracts 

make up a small percentage of the tracts sold: of the tracts used in the structural 

est imation , only 37%, 27%, and 24% of tracts were less than 5000 acres, 4000 acres 

and 3000 acres in size, respectively. 

6 Results 

There are three different types of parameters to be estimated: the parameters 

( o-1,, o-£) governing the distribution of the private information, the coefficient a on 

drilling co ts in the exploration profit function, and the coefficients ')' .on the state 

variables in t he development profit funct ion. 

The results from running the structural model on all tracts in the panel regardless 

of tract size are shown in Table 3. The coefficients l'N = htote>l'totd) on the two 

endogenous state variables can be interpreted as follows. Since the total number of 

tracts in the market that have been explored increases by one if a neighbor explores , 

the coefficient I' tote on this variable measures how the profits from development change 

when a neighbor explores. Similarly, since the total number of tracts in the market 

that have been developed can only tak values of 0 and 1, with 0 indicating that the 

neighbor has not developed and 1 indicating that the neighbor has developed , t he 

coefficient l'totd on this variable measures how the profits from development change 

when a neighbor develops first. An important result is that the coefficient on the total 

number of tracts in the market that have been explored is statistically insignificant, 

which means that firms do not interact strategically on net during exploration.27 

In contrast, the coefficient on the total number of tracts in the market that have 

been developed is statistically significant and positive, which means that a firm 's 

profits increase when its neighbor develops. This seems reasonable, b cause when a 

neighbor develops following exploration, th is is a signal to the firm that the neighbor 's 

17 This result is consist 11 t with the resu lt s from reduced-form analyses consist ing of a discrete 
response model of a firm ·s explorat ion timing decision using var iables based on the timing of a 
neighbor's lease term as in truments for the neighbor· decision . as t hese analyses a lso do not indicate 
that strategic. non-cooperative behavior occurs during the first stage of petroleum production (Lin. 
forthcom ing). 
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exploratory efforts were succes ful , and therefore that there may be deposits present. 

To assess the economic significance of the strategic interactions, I compare 

the coefficients -y N on the endogenous tate variables with the development cost 

1-r drill · drill_ costt I, where "f drill denotes the coefficient on the discretized real drilling 

cost drill_ costt in t he development profit function. As noted above, one would 

expect each coefficient 'Y N to be less than the cost of development. Since the 

maximum development cost is given by l'Y drill · max (drill_ costt) I = l'Y drill I, one 

would therefore expect "ftote < h drill I and "ftot.d < h drill I· The results are consis

tent with t he expectations. FUrther comparison of the coefficients 'Y N with t he 

mean development cost hdril l · drill_ cosi,1 I can give a measure of the economic im

portance of a neighbor ' decisions to a firm 's profits. In particular , the relative 

importance of a neighbor's exploration decision as a fraction of a firm 's costs is 

given by 'Ytate = 'Ytare = 0.06. Similarly, the relative importance j-ydrill 'dnll_ costt I 0.491-Ydrill 1 

of a neighbor's development decision as a fraction of a firm's costs is given by 

-Y . = 0 4;jotd 
1 

= 0.19 . The small values of both of these numbers in-
-r drill -rlnll_ co .~ t, . ')'drill 

dicate that t h effects of neighbors' decisions are second-order compared to costs. 

In absolute terms, strategic interact ions in exploration are not only statistically 

insignificant, but economically insignificant as well : changes in profits (in 1982 $) 

from a neighbor's exploration less than $80,000 and greater than $640,000 can be 

rejected at a 53 level. These values are small relative to predicted ex post revenues, 

which average $49.34 million . Strategic interactions in development are statistically 

significant but only moderately economically significant: changes in profits from a 

neighbor's development less than $700,000 and greater than $980,000 can be rejected 

at a 53 level. 

As for the values of the parameters governing the distribution of private infor

mation, both t he parameter aµ from the distribution of the pre-exploration shock 

/-lit and the parameter a e: from the distribution of the pre-development shock E;t are 

statistically significant. This suggests that private informat ion has a statistically 

significant impact on both the exploration decision and the development decision . 

In terms of economic significance, one way to interpret the mean aµ of the 

pre-exploration shock µit is to compare it with exploration costs. Since both t he 

pre-exploration shock µ it and the exploration cost function ce( n kti B) enter linearly 

into the exploration profit function (9), the importance of private information in 

the exploration decision can be measured by comparing t he mean aµ of the shock 
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with the mean ce(Dkt; B) of the costs. Expressed as a fraction of the mean explo

ration costs, where the mean exploration costs are computed by substituting the 

mean value of the discretized real drilling cost into the equation (21) for the ex

ploration costs, the relative importance of private information is therefore given by: 
a µ. aµ --5!.L_ A 1 1 f --5!.L_ . ld . d" t tl t 

) = ( : ) = 1 49 . arge va ue o 1 49 wou in ica e 1a 
c•( flk t;O -a· dnll_ t'O-'lt+ l - · °' - · °' 
private information plays a large role relative to costs in the first-stage exploration 

decision; a small value would indicate that costs are more relatively more important. 

In this case, the value is 0.33. Private information is about a third as important 

as costs. T hus, the role of private information in the exploration decision is both 

economically and statistically significant. 

The mean a E of the pre-development shock cit can be similarly compared with 

development costs to assess the importance of private information in the second-stage 

development decision. Since both the pre-development shock cit and the development 

cost b di·ill · drill_ costt I enter linearly into the development profit function (1), the 

importance of private information in the development decision can be measured by 

comparing the mean a E of the shock with the mean / 'Y drill · drill_ cost1 / of the costs. 

Expressed as a; fraction of the mean development costs, the relative importance of 

private information is therefore given by: a I = 0 49f 1
• A large value of 

'Y drill' dnll _ cost, · 'Y dnlt 

0 49
j . 

1 
would indicate that private information plays a large rol relative to costs 

. ">dri ll 

in the second-stage development decision ; a small value would indicate that costs are 

more relatively more important. In this case, the value is 0.91. Privat information 

is almost as important as costs in the development decision. 

The coefficients on the other covariates are all significant and have the expected 

sign. As expected, the coefficient on the discretized drilling cost is negative in 

both the exploration profit equation and the development profit equation. Also as 

expected, the profits from development increase in both the average winning bid and 

iu the real oil price. 

There are several possible explanat ions why the results do not provide evidence 

for strategic, non-cooperative behavior during exploration. One is that the tract sizes 

are large enough that cross-tract externali t ies are insignificant or even nonexistent. 

A second is that cross-tract externalities exist, but firms owning neighboring tracts 

cooperate to jointly internalize the externalities they impose on each other, for ex

ample through joint ventures or unit ization. A third is that cross-tract externalit ies 

are significant, but the positive information externality exactly cancels the negative 
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extraction externality, resulting in zero net strategic effects. 

To distinguish among these three explanations for the lack of strategic inter

act ions during exploration, I estimate the st rategic interactions by t ract size. If 

externalit ies are insignificant when tracts are large enough, t hen one would expect 

to see stra tegic, non-cooperative behavior only on small t racts. This is because the 

smaller t he t ract size, the more likely the tracts are located over a common pool, and 

therefore the more acute the informat ion and ext raction externalit ies faced by the 

firms. Evidence for significant strategic interactions on small tracts but not on large 

tracts would thus be consistent with the first explanation. 

If externali t ies exist even for the largest tracts in the sample, but are eliminated 

through coord inat ion , then, assuming firms would coordinate regardless of t ract size, 

one would not expect to see any strategic, non-cooperative behavior even on small 

tracts . Insignificant strategic interactions regardless of tract size would thus be 

consistent with the second explanation. 

If strategic interactions do not occur on net because the positive information 

externality exactly cancels the negative extraction externality, then one may not 

expect t he exact cancellation to still take place when the t ract size is small . This 

is because the geographical span of the info rmation externality is larger t han that 

of the ext raction externality: while the former only requires that t racts may share 

common geological features, t he lat ter requires that tracts may be located over a 

common pool. As a consequence, it is possible for the information externality to 

be present on all the tracts in the sample, but for the extraction externality to be 

present on only the smaller t racts. Theory therefore suggests that the importance 

of the ext raction externali ty relative to the information externality should be greater 

on small tracts t han on large t racts. Thus, if the externalit ies cane 1 when all t he 

tract sizes are considered , one might expect t hat the negative extraction externali ty 

would dominate the posit ive information externality when the sample is limited to 

small t racts only. Strategic interactions that are more significant ly negative on small 

tracts than on large tracts would therefore be consistent with the third explanation. 

Running the structural model on subsamples of the dat a set that differed in the 

acreage of the t racts in the panel would therefore enable one to distinguish among 

these three explanations for the lack of strategic interactions in the pooled sample. 

Assuming that the tract sizes differ for exogenous reasons, t he resul ts by acreage will 

also give a sense of whether or not th government can change the extent the which 
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firms behave strategically by changing the size of the tracts. 

Table 4a presents the results from running the structural model on three sub

samples consisting of larger tracts, defined as tracts that are greater than or equal 

to 5000 acres, 4000 acres, and 3000 acres in size, respectively. As the coefficients 

on the endogenous variables indicate, strategic interactions are neither economically 

nor statistically significant for any of these subsamples. For tracts greater than or 

equal to 5000 acres in size, the 95% confidence interval for the effect of a neighbor's 

exploration on profits (in 1982 $) ranges from -$0.18 million to $0.10 million, and the 

95% confidence interval for the effect of a neighbor 's development on profits ranges 

from -$0.07 million to $0.05 million. These values are small relative to predicted 

ex post revenues, which average $49.34 million in the pooled sample. Investment 

decisions and profits are instead driven primarily by private information, the average 

winning bid , the real drilling cost, and th real oil price. 

Table 4b presents the results from running the structural model on three sub

samples consisting of smaller tracts, defined as tracts that are less than 5000 acres, 

4000 acres, and 3000 acres in size, respectively. Strategic interactions are statistically 

and economically significant in all three subsamples . The coefficients in the three 

specifications on the number of tracts in the market that have been explored indicate 

that real development profits decrease by a statistically significant $10. 73 million to 

a statistically significant $15 .08 million when a neighbor explores; a neighbor 's ex

ploration is roughly as important to profits as maximum development costs. The 

negative extraction externality thus appears to dominate: when a neighbor explores, 

a firm 's profits decrease because the neighbor has begun production and is likely to 

eventually comp te with the firm for the same common pool. The coefficients in 

the three sp cifications on the number of tracts in the market that have been devel

oped indicate that real development profits increase by a statistically significant $1.09 

million to a statistically significant $3.29 million when a neighbor develops. In this 

case, the positive information externality dominates: a firm benefits when its neigh

bor develops after it explores because this is a signal to the firm that the neighbor 's 

exploratory efforts were successful , and therefore that there may be deposits present. 

The magnitude of the positive net strategic effect that results from a neighbor 's devel

opment is one order of magnitude smaller than the negative net strategic effect that 

results from a neighbor's exploration. As expected , the magnitude of the strategic 

interactions in both exploration and development increase monotonically as the tract 
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sizes get smaller. 

For the smaller tract sizes , investment decisions and profits are also driven by 

private information, the average winning bid, the real drilling cost, and the real oil 

price, as before, wit h two differences. First, pre-development private informat ion 

plays a larger rol in decision-making and profits fo r the smaller tracts than it does 

for the larg r tracts. Second, the coefficient on the average winning bid is now 

negative, instead of positive, and is of smaller magnitude. On the smaller tracts, 

investment decisions and profits are governed more by post-auction private and public 

information, including that from the actions of one's neighbors, than by the initial 

estimate of tract value: 

The results therefore indicate that when a neighbor explores, there a re no strate

gic effects on larger t racts even though information and extraction externa li t ies exist 

because these externa li t ies cancel each other out. T he cancelling no longer occurs on 

smaller t racts, however, where the negative extraction externali ty dominates . When 

a neighbor develops, there are no strategic effects on larger tracts because the tract 

size is large enough to enable a firm to internalize the externalities on its own. On 

small tracts, however, externalities are acute and the positive information externality 

dominates. Small t racts make up a small percentage of the tracts sold: of the tracts 

used in the structural estimation, only 373, 273, and 243 of tracts were less than 

5000 acres, 4000 acres and 3000 acres in size, respectively. Thus, for the majority of 

tracts, externali ties do not cause inefficient strategic interactions on net . T he results 

suggest t hat, by making most of the tracts at least 5000 acres in size, t he federa l 

government has minimized the net effects of any externalities that may be present , 

and has thus eliminated any potential inefficiencies in petroleum product ion . 

7 Canel us ion 

When indiv idual petroleum-producing firms make their exploration and devel

opment invest ment t iming decisions, information external ities and extraction exter

nali ties may lead t hem to interact strategically with their neighbor . A positive 

information externality arises if tracts are located over a common pool or share com

mon geological features so that their ex post values are correlated , since firms learn 

information about their own tracts when other firms drill exploratory wells or install 
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production platforms on neighboring tracts. A negative extraction externality arises 

when tracts are located over a common pool , since firms are competing for the same 

stock of petroleum. Owing to both information and extraction externalities, the 

dynamic decision-making problem faced by a petroleum-producing firm is not merely 

a single-agent problem, but rather can be viewed as a multi-agent, non-cooperative 

game in which firms behave strategically and base their exploration and development 

policie ou those of their neighbors. 

Tl1is paper examines whether strategic considerations arising from information 

and extraction externalities are present. In µarti cular , it analyzes whether a firm's 

investment timing decisions and profits depend on the decisions of firms owning neigh

boring tracts of land. The econometric approach employed is a structural econometric 

model of the firms ' multi-stage investment timing game. 

The research presented in this paper is important for several reasons. First, an 

empirical analysis of investment timing decisions enables one to examine whether the 

strategic interactions that are predicted in theory actually occur in practice. Sec

ond, the estimation of strategic interact ions, especially those that arise in dynamic 

decision-making, is of methodological interest. Tlie structural econometric method

ology employed can be used to analyze externalities in a variety of contexts, including 

spillovers that arise during research and development. Third, my results have im

plications for leasing policy: if the strategic effects and externalities turn out to be 

large, then the program by which the U.S. government leases tracts to firms may be 

inefficient, and possible modifications should be considered. 

Do the positive information externalities and negative extraction externalities 

have any net strategic effect that may cause petroleum production to be inefficient? 

The answer depends on tract size. When the tract sizes are large, firms do not impose 

externalities on each other on net when choosing to explore or develop, and, as a 

consequence, strategic considerations are second-order. This is the case with most of 

the tracts in the federal leasing program. However, in the few cases where the tract 

size is small, externalities do matter, and they cause firms to interact strategically with 

their neighbors. As expected, these externalities intensify as the tract size decreases. 

Also as predicted by theory, the relative importance of the extraction externality from 

exploration with respect to the information externality is greater on small tracts than 

on large tracts. The results suggest that, in making most tracts at least 5000 acres 

in size, the federal government has minimized inefficiencies in petroleum production 
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that may have resulted from non-cooperative st rategic interactions. 
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8 Appendix A: Derivations 

In this Appendix, I provide the details for deriving the equations for the continuation 

values and investment probabilities used in the structural model of the investment 

timing game. 

8.1 Stage 2: Development 

Equation (5) for the continuation value vce to wait ing instead of developing is 

derived as fo llows. Substituting in equation (1) for development profits , the expected 

truncated profits from development conditional on development can be written as: 
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E [7Td(Dkt, citi B)l7Td(DktiCit;(1) > ,BV ce (Dkti B)] 

E [7Tg (n kti e) + citl7Tg (nki ; e) +Cit > ,ev ce(nkt i e)] 
7Tg (nki i e) + E [E,tlE;1 > e v ce(nki; e) - 7Tg (nki i e)] 
,b'\(ce(nkt i e) + (J E > (23) 

where the final step comes from the exponential distribution for Eit .28 Using equation 

(23) for the expected truncated profits conditional on development, the continuation 

value can thus be written as: 

v ce (nkti e) 

E [ gd(Dk,t+I; e) . E [ rrd(nk,t+l ) E.i,t+1; B)l 7Td (nk,t+I) Ei ,t+1 ; e) > ,ev ce(nk,t+1; e)] 1n I d = o] 
+ (1- gd( n k,1.+1;€J)) · ,ev ce (n k,t+1 ;B) k.t , it 

E [l(Dk,t+1i B) · (,B v ce (n k,t+i ; B) +(Jc)+ (1 - gd(Dk ,t+ii B)) · ,B v ce (nk ,t+i ; B)IDkt, I~= OJ 
E[,Bv ce (nk,t+ii B) + (Jcl(Dk,t+1 i B)IDkt , I;~= OJ, 

which yields equation (5) as desired. 

Equation (6) for the development probability gd(Dkti B) is derived as follows . The 

probability gd(Dkti e) of developing tract i at time t given that development of tract 

i has not occurred previously can be expressed as: 

where Pr(·) denotes probability. 

Substituting in equation (1) for development profits, we get: 

Pr (7rg(Dkt i B) +cit > ,BV ce (Dkti B)) 

Pr (c;t > ,Bvce(Dkt i B) - 7Tg(nkti B)). 

28lf E: - exponential (0"0 ). then its pdf is f( c) = ...!...exp(- ..£.) (Casella & Berger. 1990). 
U ~ U t:. 
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Substituting in the exponential distributional assumption for €it, we get: 

which yields equation (6) as desired. 

8.2 Stage 1: Exploration 

Equation (13) for the continuation value v cn( ·) to waiting instead of exploring 

is derived as follows. 

v =(Dkt; e) 

E [ ge(Dk ,t+1;B). E [7re(Dk,t+J,µi ,t+1 ;B)l7re(Dk,t+1,µ i,t+1;B) > ,Bv cn( Dk,t+1;B)] ID - r = o] 
+(1-ge(Dk,t+1;B)) · ,BVcn(Dk,t+1;B) kt, it 

E [ ge(Dk,t+1;B). (7ro(Dkt;B) +E[µitl ~ti t > ,Bv cn(Dk,t+1;B)-7ro(Dkt;B)]) ID r = o] 
+ (1 - ge(Dk.1 1 ; B)) · ,BV cn(Dk.t+1; B) kt, '

1 

E [ge (Dk.I+ 1; B) . (,B V cn(Dk.t+ 1; B) + CT µ.) + (1 - ge (Dk.1+ 1; B)) . e v cn( Dk.1+1; e) IDkt' [~ = OJ 

E [,B v cn (Dk,1+1; B) + CT µ. ge( Dk,t+ 1; B) IDk1, 1:1 = OJ. 

The derivation of equation (14) for the exploration probability ge(Dkt ; B) proceeds 

as follows. The exploration policy function ge(Dr; B), which is the probability of 

exploring tract i at time t given that exploration of tract i has not occurred previously, 

is given by: 

(24) 

Substituting in equations (9) and (7) for exploration profits, we get: 

_ I 
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Pr (7rg(nkt;{:J) + µit> ,ev cn(nkt i B)) 

Pr (µit > ,ev =(nkt; B) - ng(Okt; B)) 

( 
,ev cn (Okt; B) - n0(flkt; B)) 

exp -
<7u 
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( 
,ev cn (Okt ; B) - EE: [Ve(nkt , c;t; B)lflkt] + ce(nkt; B)) 

exp -
<7u 

= exp ( - /lV'"(l!"; B) - ( /JV~ (n.,; ?" + a ,g'(l!,, ; 8)) + c'(l!., ; B) ) , 

which yields equation (14). 

9 Appendix B: Monte Carlo Experiments 

To assess the finite sample distribution of the estimators, Table 5 presents the 

results from two Monte Carlo experiments. In each experiment , I run 100 simulat ions 

of 87 markets each for a given set of fixed parameters.2u To generate the simulated 

data, the Markov perfect equilibrium is first compu ted for the given set of parameters 

using dynamic programming. The exploration and development policy functions 

arising from the equilibrium are then used in conjunction with the empirical transition 

matrix for the exogenous variables and with random draws , with replacement, from 

the empirical distribution of initial conditions to simulate sample paths for each of 87 

markets to form a simulated panel data set. Finally, the structural econometric model 

is run on each of the 100 simulated panels to obtain the finite sample distribution of 

the estimators. 

The table reports the results for two differeut experim nts. In experiment ( 1), 

the parameters are chosen so that neighbors have a large, negative effect and so 

that private information plays a small role in the exploration decision and a mod

erate role in the development decision. 30 In particular, the relative importance of 

a neighbor's exploration decision as a fraction of a firm's average development cost 

29 1 chose to simulate 87 markets because there are 87 markets in my actual data set. 
30 See text for an explanat ion of how to interpret the relative values of the parameters . 
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is given by -Y " 10
" = - 1.36 . Si mil arly, t he r lative importance 

ldnll·dnll rn.-1
1 

J 0. 49hdr.U I 

of a neighbor 's development decision as a fract ion of a firm 's average development 

cost is given by "10
' d = l'tqtd = - 1.59 . Thus when a neighbor ex-

1-rdrill" dnll_ co.s/.1 J 0 .49 hdr iHI ' 

plores or develops, this decreases profits by more than mean development costs . In 

terms of private information, the mean pre-exploration shock is only a small frac

tion of the mean exploration costs: (~e O) = ( . a µ ) = 1a 4e9 
= 0.08. The 

ce kt ; · -e>· dn ll_cost1+1 - · 0 

mean pre-development shock is only a moderate fraction of mean development costs 

: I a , I = 0 49f 1 
= 0.91. According to results of the first experiment, t he 

I' drill" dn ll_ cos tt . -y dri ll 

estimators appear to recover t he actual parameter values fairly well. 

In xperiment (2) , the parameters are chosen so t hat neighbors have a small , 

posit ive effect and so t hat private information plays a large role in both t he ex ploration 

and development decisions. In particular , the relative importance of a neighbor 's 

c• kt; -e> · dnll_ cosl1+ 1 - · e> 
mean exploration costs: ( ~ O) = ( a ) = __';J!_1a 49 = 2.68 . 

development shock is nearly four t imes mean development costs : I ~ . . I = 
l'drill·t111.ll_ 10,11,, 

a = 3.82. According to results of the second experiment , t he estimators 
0.49hdnltl 

appear to recover the actual parameter values fairly well. Because the variances 

a~ and a; of the distribution of the stochastic shocks are larger than in the first 

experiment , the st andard deviations are larger as well , as expected . 

Thus, results from both Monte Carlo experiments indicate tha t the estima tors 

recover the actual parameter values fairl y well. 
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TABLE 1. Summary statistics 

# obs mea n 
by tract 

acreage (I 000 acres) 174 4.46 
number of years to exploration, conditional on exploring 122 1.21 
number of years to development, conditional on developing 66 5.79 
revenue (million 1982 $),conditional on developing 66 49.34 
gross profits (million 1982 $), conditional on developing 66 -10.83 

by market 
number of time observations 87 17.92 

by market-year 
# tracts in market that have been explored 1646 1.31 
# tracts in market that have been developed 1646 0.31 
discretized average winning bid per acre 1646 0.70 
discretized real drilling cost 1646 0.49 
discretized real oi I erice 1646 0.65 

FIGURE 4. 
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min max 

0.94 5.76 
0 4 
0 15 

0.02 298 .0 
-38 . 10 18.80 
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TABLE 2. Summary statistics by tract size 

Acreage 
all tracts 2: 5000 2: 4000 2: 3000 < 5000 < 4000 < 3000 

by tract 
fraction of tracts that explore 0.70 0.75 0.75 0.76 0.60 0.60 0.55 

fraction of tracts that develop 0.3 8 0.42 0.41 0.43 0.29 0.29 0.24 

number of years to exploration, conditional on exploring 1.21 0.98 0.97 0.97 1.74 2.24 2.38 
( 1.42) ( 1.24) ( 1.25) ( 1.25) ( 1.75) (1.69) ( 1.75) 

number of years to development, conditional on developing 5.79 5.72 5.72 5.58 5.35 5.83 6.78 
(3.51) (3 .10) (3 .17) (3 .13) (4.51) (4.90) (5.29) 

revenue (mi llion 1982 $),conditional on deve loping 49.34 46.53 51.88 50.55 56.53 41.15 48 .55 
(65.53) (62.34) (69.85) (67 .19) (79.46) (56.89) (64.42) 

gross profits (mill ion 1982 $), conditional on deve loping -10.83 -1 1.6 1 - 1 1.23 - I 1.10 -7.27 -8.65 -9.08 
(9.57) (8.77) (9.95) (9.62) (9.62) (7 .85) (9 .12) 

by market 
number of time observations 17.92 17.3 8 17.34 17.20 19.34 20.47 20.79 

(I 1.17) ( 10. 12) (10.14) (I 0.2 1) (13.10) (14 .07) ( 14.20) 

by market-year 
# tracts in market that have been explored 1.31 1.39 1.38 1.39 1.16 1.18 1. 13 

(0.68) (0.66) (0.66) (0.67) (0.66) (0.68) (0.67) 
# tracts in market that have been developed 0.31 0.36 0.35 0.37 0.24 0.25 0.20 

(0.46) (0.48) (0.48) (0.48) (0.42) (0.43) (0.40) 
discretized average winning bid per acre 0.70 0.81 0.81 0.79 0.57 0.55 0.58 

(0.69) (0.68) (0.68) (0.68) (0.59) (0.60) (0.60) 
discretized real drilling cost 0.49 0.54 0.54 0.53 0.43 0.40 0.39 

(0.50) (0.50) (0.50) (0.50) (0.50) (0.49) (0.49) 
discretized real oil price 0.65 0.72 0.71 0.70 0.56 0.52 0.51 

(0.72) (0.72) (0.72) (0.72) (0.70) (0.69) (0 .69) 

# markets 87 55 61 64 29 21 19 
# observations 1646 10 12 1119 1165 590 451 4 14 



TABLE 3. Pooled results 

Parameter 

coefficient a in the exploration profit function on: 
discretized real drilling cost + I 

coefficients yin the development profit function on: 
# tracts in market that have been explored 
#tracts in market that have been developed 
discretized average winning bid per acre 
discretized real drilling cost 
discretized real oil price 
constant 
Notes: There are I 646 observations spanning 87 markets. 
bootstrapping I 00 simulated panels of 87 markets each. 

Estimate 
4.96 

4.08 

-10.00 

0.28 
0.84 
5.56 

-9.1 I 
6.92 
5.00 

Standard errors 
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Standard Error 

are 

0.00 

0.27 

0.00 

0.18 
0.07 
0.09 
0.03 
0.10 
0.09 

formed by 
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TABLE 4a. Results for large tracts 

Acreage 
~ 5000 ~ 4000 ~ 3000 

()" 
5.00 4.99 5.00 

(0.01) (0.00) (0.0 I) 

(Jc 
4.96 4.96 4.96 

(0.05) (0.04) (0.04) 

coefficient a in the exploration profit function on: 
discretized real drilling cost + I -I 0.00 - 10.00 -10 .00 

(0 .00) (0.00) (0 .00) 

coefficients r in the development profit function on: 
#tracts in market that have been explored -0.04 -0 .04 -0 .04 

(0.07) (0.07) (0.05) 
#tracts in market that have been developed -0.01 -0.0 I -0.01 

(0.03) (0.02) (0 .03) 
discretized average winning bid per acre 5.03 5.03 5.03 

(0.03) (0.03) (0 .03) 
discretized real drilling cost -9.98 -9.98 -9.98 

(0.02) (0.02) (0.0 I) 
discretized real oi l price 5.08 5.08 5.08 

(0.02) (0.03) (0 .02) 
constant 4.96 4.96 4.96 

(0.04) (0 .04) (0.03) 

# markets 55 61 64 
# observations 1012 1119 1165 
Notes: The acreage is the acreage of each tract in the market. Standard errors are formed by 
bootstrapping I 00 simulated panels of size equal to the actual sample size. 
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TABLE 4b. Results for small tracts 

Acreage 
< 5000 < 4000 < 3000 

CY,, 4.90 4.85 4.80 
(0. 00) (0.00) (0 .00) 

CY,. 16 .37 12.96 17 .80 
(0 .03) (0.0 I) (0.02) 

coefficient a in the exploration profit fun ction on: 
discretized rea l drilling cost I -9.96 -9 .9 1 -9 .86 

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 

coefficients r in the development profit function on: 
# tracts in market that have been explored -10 .73 - 11. 14 -15.08 

(0.01) (0.01) (0.0 I) 
#tracts in market that have been developed 1.09 1.5 1 3.29 

(0.00) (0.00) (0 .00) 
di scret ized average wi nning bid per acre - 1.1 4 -0 .03 -3 .82 

(0.00) (0.00) (0 .00) 
di scret ized real drilling cost -10.30 -9 .97 -9.94 

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
di scretized real oi l price 4.82 4. 80 4 .85 

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
constant -1.79 -1. 17 -4.38 

(0.0 1) (0.00) (0.00) 

# markets 29 2 1 19 
# observat ions 590 45 1 414 

otes: The acreage is the acreage of each tract in the market. Standard erro rs are formed by 
bootstrapp ing I 00 simul ated panels of s ize equa l to the actua l sample size. 
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TABLE 5. Monte Carlo results 

(I) (2) 
True value Mean Standard True value Mean Standard 

Deviation Deviation 

a-µ 2. 17 0.14 40 40 .00 0.00 

a-£ 4 4 .25 0.03 15 14.01 1.41 

coefficient a in the exploration profitfimction on: 
discretized real drilling cost + I -8 -7 .70 0.04 -10 -10.00 0 .01 

coefficients r in the development profit fimction on: 
# tracts in market that have been explored -6 -6 .00 0.00 2 t.81 0.22 
# tracts in nt-arket that have been developed -7 -7 .00 0.00 I 0.93 0.08 
discretized average winning bid per acre 8 8.00 0.00 5 4.97 0 .02 
discretized real drilling cost -9 -9.00 0.00 -8 -8 .00 0.01 
discretized real oil price JO 10.00 0.00 5 4.98 0.01 
constant 11 11 .00 0.00 -15 -15.06 0.03 
Notes: Result are from I 00 simulations of 87 markets each. 


